In order to allow tourists to travel multiple destinations efficiently, we need a personal navigation system which computes and shows the best route to the next destination and facilitates composition of a schedule for visiting those destinations taking account of various requirements such as relative importance among destinations, time restrictions, travel expenses, and so on. There is sometimes a tradeoff between these requirements. In this paper, we extend our existing personal navigation system called P-Tour in the following two ways: (1) allowing users to optimize their tour schedules under multiple conflicting criteria such as total expenses and satisfaction degrees; and (2) navigating users to the next destination in more efficient way. We have implemented the above extensions and integrated them into P-Tour. Through some experiments, we show the effectiveness of the proposed extensions.
INTRODUCTION
Recent progress of portable computing devices (such as PDAs and cell phones) and wireless communication infrastructure (such as wireless LAN and wide-band CDMA) is remarkable. Among the applications with those portable devices with wireless communication capability, pedestrian navigation systems have had much attention.
Various pedestrian navigation systems using portable devices have been developed so far 1)∼5) . 1) proposes a system called REAL which detects the user's current context and navigates the user in the most suitable way based on the context. 2) proposes interfaces through which users can receive navigation services from various terminals. 3) proposes an indoor navigation system which aims at provisioning the coherent navigation service to different devices. 4) proposes a system to support planning a bicycle tour by showing different routes for the round trip to a destination. In Japan, a pedestrian navigation system called EZ-Naviwalk 6) is available through cell phones, where the graphical map around the current user's location is continuously displayed on the display with the route to the specified destination like car navigation systems.
In 7), we have proposed a personal navigation system for tourism called P-Tour, which allows a user to compose the near best schedule to visit multiple destinations under various restrictions on the total distance, arrival and stay time, relative importance among candidate destinations, and so on. P- † Graduate School of Information Science, Nara Institute of Science and Technology † † Department of Information Processing and Management, Shiga University
Tour uses a GA based route search engine to solve a combinatorial optimization problem in practical time.
Existing navigation systems including P-Tour search the route which maximizes one objective function. Consequently, if one wants to deal with multiple conflicting objectives such as minimizing total travel expenses and maximizing satisfaction degrees (i.e., the sum of satisfaction degree assigned to each destination), these conflicting functions have to be unified to one with a certain proportion in advance. The proportion, however, could be different from user to user. A user may want to choose one depending on the situation.
On the other hand, existing navigation systems with only one destination re-computes a new route when a user goes off the route. In a tour, however, the schedule has to be modified if users cannot reach a destination on time. So, an early detection mechanism is needed to prompt users to reach the destinations on time.
In this paper, we extend P-Tour in the following two ways: (1) allowing users to optimize their tour schedules under multiple conflicting criteria such as total expenses and satisfaction degrees; and (2) navigating users to the next destination in a more efficient way. For the above (1), we formulated the schedule planning as a multi-objective optimization problem, and implemented an algorithm to derive near pareto-optimal solutions using a GA. This allows a user to choose the best one from multiple solutions with various balances among multiple criteria. For (2), we designed and implemented a new navigation facility which tracks the user's location, checking whether the user is in the appropriate area to be able to reach the next destination on time, and R  o  u  t  e  s  e  a  r  c  h  e  n  g  i  n  e  I  m  p  l  e  m  e  n  t  e  d  a  s  a  J  a  v  a  s  e  r  v  l  e  t   S  e  r  v  e  r   R  o  u  t  e  s  e  a  r  c  h  e  n  g  i  n  e  I  m  p  l  e  m  e  n  t  e  d  a  s  a  J  a  v  a  s  e  r  v  l  e  t   M  a  p  d  a  t  a  b  a  s  e  M  a  p  d  a  t  a  b  a  s  e   D  e  s  t  i  n  a  t  i  o  n  d  a  t  a  b  a  s  e  D  e  s  t  i  n  a  t  i  o  n  d  a Through several experiments, we have confirmed that the proposed schedule planning method is useful for users to intuitively select the best schedule from multiple candidates with multiple criteria and that our new search engine can calculate the near optimal solution in practical time.
PROPOSED EXTENSIONS TO P-TOUR
In this section, we explain the outline of our personal navigation system P-Tour 7) , and the proposed extensions.
Outline of P-Tour
In general, when we plan a travel schedule, we usually consider the following requirements: (1) number of destinations: we want to efficiently visit as many destinations as possible within allowable time; (2) timeliness: we want to visit some of destinations timely according to starting time of an entertainment show, business hours of the facility, and so on; and (3) preference: we want to select the best subset of all candidate destinations under various restrictions if we do not have enough time to visit all of them. P-Tour finds a near-best schedule from user's input which includes a starting location, departure time, a returning location, arrival time and multiple candidate destinations with relative importance and time restrictions on arrival time and staying hours. Also, P-Tour has a functionality to navigate users to reach the next destination like car navigation systems and prompt them to leave on time at each destination.
As shown in Fig. 1 , P-Tour consists of a client module which runs on a cell phone or a PDA with a GPS unit and communication capability, and a server module which runs on a PC connected to the Internet. The server module retains a map data, a database of recommended destinations, and other tour related information such as entrance fees and average staying hours at each destination. Each user with a cell phone or a PDA can receive services (schedule composition and navigation services) from the server module through the network.
Proposed Extensions
There are many criteria to construct a tour schedule, such as travel expenses, total time/distance to walk, and so on. These criteria often conflict with each other and it is hard to satisfy all of them simultaneously. Thus, we have to find a compromise. However, when formalizing the problem for composing a schedule, we have to specify the proportion among them (i.e., how important each criterion is for a user) beforehand. In this paper, we formalize the problem as a multi-objective optimization problem 8) so that we can obtain multiple solutions with various compromises at the same time. This approach allows users to choose one of the solutions intuitively. For example, it could be hard to specify that "I can pay extra $3 to save 20 minutes." in advance. On the other hand, it would be easy to choose one from two actual routes, say, "a route with 25 minutes walk" and "a route with 5 minutes bus-ride for $3."
The multi-object optimization problem is a problem to find the set of pareto-optimal solutions. A pareto-optimal solution is a solution such that any other solutions superior to the solution in one criterion are always inferior at least in another criterion.
Since most problems to find pareto-optimal solutions are known to be NP-hard, it takes huge time to compute the optimal solutions. Thus, we use a genetic algorithm to compute near pareto-optimal solutions. We describe details of our implementation in Sect. 4.
We also extend a navigation function in P-Tour. The existing navigation function of P-Tour consists of four modes: (i) schedule selection mode; (ii) schedule display mode; (iii) navigation mode; and (iv) stay mode. In the schedule selection mode, the server module calculates schedules based on user inputs. The server module sends schedules to the user and the user can select one favorite schedule among them ( Fig. 2(a) ). In the schedule display mode, progress of the tour, estimated arrival time of destinations, and their staying hours are displayed as shown in Fig. 2(b) . In the navigation mode, the route to the next destination is displayed like a car navigation system as shown in Fig. 2(c) . In the stay mode, the remaining time for stay, departure time, and information about the current destination are displayed. The navigation mode and the stay mode are automatically switched to each other depending on the user's current location obtained from GPS and clock. Users can switch to the schedule display mode at any time.
We assume that the server module of P-Tour retains the distance and the average speed at which users can move between any two destinations in the database. However, due to some reasons such as frequent stop at traffic lights, crowdedness along the route, or taking the wrong way, users might not be able to reach the next destination on time if they are not aware of the schedule.
So, in this paper, we extend a function which tracks the user's location and prompts him/her to walk faster/slower or warns him/her to return to the right route, depending on how far he/she is off the appropriate location. We explain details in Sect. 3.
EXTENDED FUNCTIONS IN P-TOUR
In this section, we explain new functions extended in our navigation system P-Tour.
3.1 Finding a best schedule based on multiple conflicting criteria Through the interface in Fig. 2(d) , a user inputs a starting location, the departure time, a returning location, the arrival time, multiple candidate destinations and multiple criteria to be considered.
Each user can either choose destinations from those registered in the database or input them as coordinates on the map. The database also includes shortest routes and users' moving speeds between any pairs of registered destinations. When a user inputs a destination not registered in the database, the routes and moving speeds are calculated on the fly.
Since our route search engine computes near pareto-optimal solutions which may contain too many candidate solutions, it is not preferable to display all of them. So, we have developed an interface which picks up several representative solutions and indicates them as candidates.
Displaying representative solutions
Our system picks up several representative solutions from many near pareto-optimal solutions, and show them to the user as candidate schedules. Here, we use k-means method 11) to cluster the candidate solutions, and solutions nearest to the centroid of each cluster are picked up (Fig. 3) . If there is no schedule which suits the user's preference, the user can request the system to display other solutions from other candidate solutions, as shown in Fig.  4 . To do so, the user selects the solution nearest to his/her ideal schedule (e.g., cluster (b) in Fig.3 ). Then the selected cluster is further divided into k sub-clusters (cluster (b1), (b2) and (b3) in Fig.4) , and solutions nearest to the centroid of each cluster are picked up and displayed as well. By repeating the above process, the user can explore all the candidates to select the best one.
Prompting users to follow the schedule
This function makes a user aware of if he/she is following the schedule appropriately.
Detecting undesirable situations
We have developed a function for detecting undesirable situations that may result in the modification of the current schedule. The basic idea is to define the area in which a user should be at each time so that we can detect an undesirable situation by monitoring if the users go off the area.
In P-Tour, all roads/streets are treated as edges in a graph, and each route between two destinations is approximated by a series of connected edges. We call each connection point of the edges as a node. After a schedule is derived, we let the server module calculate the estimated time when the user passes through each node on the route. These data are transfered to the client module.
The algorithm to detect undesirable situations of a user is shown below.
( 1 ) Calculate the expected location of the user x scheduled (t) at time t, assuming that user moves at a constant speed registered in the database. ( 2 ) Measure the user's actual location x current (t) at time t, using a GPS unit of the client system. ( 3 ) Find the location x current on road (t) on the route which is the nearest from x current (t). ( 4 ) Let error x be the distance between x current (t) and x current on road (t), as shown in Fig. 5 . ( 5 ) Let error y be the distance on the route between x scheduled (t) and x current on road (t), as shown in Fig. 5 . If the user is going behind the schedule, error y is multiplied by −1. The user's situation is defined by the values of error x and error y as follows.
Wrong route:
γ ≤ error y < β Severely behind schedule: error y < γ Ahead of schedule:
δ < error y Here, α(i) is determined by the width of road i. β and γ are constants determined by how tight the current schedule is.
Our navigation system tracks the user's location at regular intervals (for example, every 60 seconds) and reports the user's current situation.
Warnings in undesirable situations
When the user's situation changes, the navigation system takes an action. If the system warns cluster (b1) cluster (b2) cluster (b3) cluster (b) Fig. 4 Reselecting representative solutions a user too frequently, it may make the user unpleasant. On the other hand, if a user is likely to miss a reserved train, the system should prompt the user to hurry. Accordingly, we let the system calculate the negative impact of the schedule change due to the user's delay so that the system warns the user only if the impact is large. The negative impact is calculated by the difference of evaluation values between the current schedule and the new schedule computed with the delay. Details of the warning condition are as follows: (i) When the situation changes to "Wrong route," the system warns that the user has entered the wrong way. (ii) When the situation changes from the normal situation to "A little behind schedule" and the negative impact is large, the system warns the user. (iii) If the situation changes to "Severely behind schedule", it notifies the user that it is difficult to follow the original schedule, and it automatically recalculates a schedule and indicates the new schedule. In order to evaluate the warning facility, we implemented the algorithm described above on Zaurus SL-C700, and measured the value of error y when a user walks along a route of 1.5km. In this exper- iment, we measured the maximum value of error y for two cases with and without the warning facility. We used -15m as the value of γ. With the warning facility, the maximum value of error y was −20m and without the warning facility , the value was −60m.
ROUTE SEARCH ENGINE
In this section, we first define the problem, and then explain the algorithm to solve the problem.
Definition of a solution space
A map is given as a graph G = (V, E), where 
Each user can specify multiple evaluation functions. Below, we show examples of a total satisfaction degree and a total travel expense as the evaluation functions. Satisfaction: It is natural that the satisfaction degree increases when destinations with higher preference values are included in the route. Of course, the satisfaction degree should increase only when the specified time restriction is satisfied for each destination in the route. For example, a satisfaction degree function f 1 can be defined as follows.
where function timeok(rt j , dur j ) returns 1 only if both restrictions rt j and dur j hold. Otherwise, timeok(rt j , dur j ) returns 0. β is a positive constant to make the evaluation value worse as the total traveling distance becomes long. Expense: Function f 2 for the total travel expense (sum of entrance fees, in this case) which the user has to pay is calculated as follows.
Algorithm
The route search algorithm is as follows. Let N and I denote the population size (i.e., the number of candidate solutions) and the number of generations (i.e., the number of iterations), respectively. Algorithm 1 Generation of the initial population: N individuals are randomly generated. Each individual represents a candidate solution. Let P be a set of individuals in the population. 2 Evaluation of all individuals: We initialize variables n and P with 1 and P , respectively. 3 The fitness value is calculated for each individual.
Select a candidate solution p ∈ P such that any other solutions in P superior to p in one criterion are always inferior in at least one criterion. Assign the value of n for the pareto rank 8) of p. 4 Probe domination between all individuals and the others. Let pr(q) denote a function for returning the pareto rank of an individual q. Remove every individual q such that pr(q) = n from P . 5 Set pareto rank to all individual in P . n := n + 1
If P = ∅ goto 2. 6 Diversity calculation: Calculate nn(q) representing how much an individual q contributes to overall diversity of the population. For a given individual q, calculate the minimum distance from {r ∈ P |pr(r) ≤ pr(q)}. This value is called the distance to the nearest neighbor. 7 Selection: Select candidate for parents. Let S and i be ∅ and 1, respectively. If |S ∪ {r ∈ P |pr(r) = i}| < N/2, let S and i be S ∪ {r ∈ P |pr(r) = i} and i + 1, respectively, and go to 7 8 While |S | < N/2, select an individual with the highest value of nn(r) from ({r ∈ P |pr(r) = i} − S ) and add it to S . 9 Crossover: Two individuals are randomly selected from S , and copied to a buffer. One point is chosen for each individual to separate it in two parts. The parts after the points in those two individuals are exchanged to produce two new individuals. If the same destination appears more than once in each new individual, the redundant ones are removed so that only one remains in the individual. 10 Mutation: Solutions in part of newly generated individuals are changed at random as follows. Several destinations are added, removed or exchanged in the individuals, with certain probabilities. These new individuals are added to S . The original two individuals remain in S . If |S | < N/2, goto step 9. 11 Repeat GA generations. Let P be S ∪ S . One GA generation from step 2 to 11 are repeated I times. 12 Local Search: Improve solutions. Create a new individual q from p ∈ P . If q is superior to p, add q to P . Calculate pr(q)(q ∈ P ) similarly to step 3. 13 P := {q|pr(q) = 1, q ∈ P }. Return P as the return value of this algorithm.
EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the proposed extensions to P- Tour, we have implemented the algorithm described in Sect. 4.2 and measured time to find near paretooptimal solutions. In this experiment, we specified Nara Station of Kintetsu railway company as the starting and returning location, 9:00 and 20:00 as the starting and returning time of the tour, and 63 destinations in northern Nara as candidate destinations. This should be a typical scenario to travel around Nara. All of these destinations are registered in the database. It is impossible to visit all of these 63 destinations in one day.
We used two evaluation functions: the satisfaction degree f 1 defined by equation 1, and the total travel expense (i.e., sum of admission fees at the destinations) f 2 defined by equation 2. f 1 should be maximized, and f 2 should be minimized.
We used a digital map 2500 published by Geographic Survey Institute of Japan, which includes 29871 nodes of northern Nara. We used an ordinary PC with Athlon 2500+ and 512Mbyte Memory on Debian GNU linux. Through the experiments, we used 4km/h as the user's moving speed. We used parameter values as follows: α = 1, β = 0.00125.
We obtained solutions as shown in Fig. 6 in 15 seconds. This means that our new search engine has the equivalent performance to our previous one for single-objective problems in 7)
The schedules (including routes) which were picked up based on the technique in Sect. 3.1 are shown in Fig. 7 and Tables 1, 2 and 3. The schedule with the lowest expense and the lowest satisfaction degree for visiting 5 destinations is shown in Fig. 7(a) and Table 1 . The schedule with an average expense and an average satisfaction degree for visiting 7 destinations is shown in Fig. 7(b) and Table 2. Fig. 7(c) and Table 3 show the schedule with the highest expense and the highest satisfaction degree for visiting 6 destinations. From these results, we see that our system can help users to efficiently compose a good schedule based on multiple criteria, since our system can indicate multiple dissimilar solutions at one calculation.
In order to verify the quality of solutions calculated by our system, we compared solutions derived by our system with the optimal ones calculated by searching the whole solution space. Since 63 destinations are too much to search the whole space, we used the problem sizes between 16 and 19. Taking into consideration with the practical use of our system, we applied GA operations to evolving solutions for about 15 seconds. On the other hand, the whole search took the time in Table 4 . Fig. 8 depicts both of approximate solutions by our system and the optimal solutions by the whole search. In this figure, we see that our system can calculate near optimal solutions in wide range. In some points approximate solutions do not have the same value as the optimal ones, especially between 500 and 1000 Yen. This is because we used random values to find the places to apply local search. This problem could be improved in the future.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extended our personal navigation system P-Tour in two ways. First, we extended our system to treat multi-objective criteria to compose a near best tour schedule intuitively. Secondly, we developed a function for detecting the user's undesirable situation which may result in the schedule re-computation.
We evaluated the proposed method using a digital map of Nara prefecture, Japan, and confirmed that in a typical scenario, it can output various schedules with consideration of multiple criteria in practical time. We believe that our system is helpful for users to compose the best and personalized schedules efficiently. Currently, we are further extending our system so that it can handle multiple transportations (e.g., car, train, bus, walking, and so on) and schedules over days. Also, we will compare proposed method with other route search methods.
